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The Ninja® 400 is a street-born, track-inspired lightweight sportbike. Unlike other lightweight
sportbike competitors, the Ninja 400 has more power with its larger displacement engine; fresh,
angular bodywork with LED headlights for the most modern styling; and has the Kawasaki
Racing Team DNA from the only manufacturer that currently holds three consecutive FIM
Superbike World Championships (2015/2016/2017). Every ride thrills as only a true Ninja sport
bike can.
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KEY FEATURES
•A
 LL-NEW ENGINE IS MORE POWERFUL YET HAS SMOOTH, PREDICTABLE RESPONSE
•A
 SSIST AND SLIPPER CLUTCH HAS LIGHTER PULL AND WIDER ENGAGEMENT RANGE FOR EASIER USE
•N
 EW TRELLIS FRAME PROVIDES LIGHT, PREDICTABLE HANDLING AND CONTRIBUTES TO SIGNIFICANT
WEIGHT SAVINGS
•L
 ARGER, MORE RIGID FRONT FORK CONTRIBUTES TO BETTER HANDLING
•L
 ARGEST FRONT BRAKE IN CLASS FOR SUPERB STOPPING POWER
•S
 LIM SEAT DESIGN HELPS IMPROVE REACH TO GROUND

SPECIFICATIONS
Engine Type
Displacement
Bore & Stroke
Maximum Torque
Compression Ratio
Fuel System
Ignition
Transmission
Final Drive
Rake/Trail
Front Wheel Travel
Rear Wheel Travel
Front Tire Size
Rear Tire Size
Wheelbase
Front Suspension
Rear Suspension
Front Brake Type
Rear Brake Type
Fuel Tank Capacity
Seat Height
Curb Weight=
Warranty
Kawasaki Protection Plus™

EX400GJF / GJFA / HJF
4-Stroke, Liquid-Cooled, DOHC, 4 Valve Cylinder Head, Parallel Twin
399 cc
70.0 x 51.8 mm
28.0 lb-ft @ 8,000 rpm
11.5:1
DFI® w/ 32 mm Throttle Bodies (2)
TCBI with Digital Advance
6-Speed with Positive Neutral Finder
Sealed Chain
24.7° / 3.6 in.
4.7 in.
5.1 in.
110/70-17
150/70-17
53.9 in.
41mm Hydraulic Telescopic Fork
Bottom Link Uni-Trak® with Adjustable Preload
Single 310mm Petal Disc with 2-Piston Balanced Actuation Caliper
Single 220mm Petal Disc with 2-Piston Caliper
3.7 gal.
30.9 in.
362 / 366 (ABS) lb.
12 months
12, 24, 36 or 48 months

(Specifications subject to change without notice.)
= Includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90% of capacity) and tool kit (if supplied).
(KP) = See Kaw-Pedia section for more details.* = Changes from previous model year.

ENGINE
All-New Parallel Twin Engine
Engine displacement was increased 103cc, which
when combined with a new downdraft intake, larger
airbox, larger diameter exhaust header and other tuning
improvements significantly increases performance over
the Ninja 300. While performance increased, the engine
retains a rider-friendly character, smooth response
and abundant low-end torque to please both new and
experienced riders
• Larger displacement achieved by 8mm increase in
bore and 2.8mm increased stroke.
• Downdraft intake tract provides a shorter, more direct
path for intake air to enter the cylinder, improving
cylinder-filling efficiency and contributing to increased
power, especially at high rpm. The downdraft intake
also helps eliminate space under the seat so that it
could be designed to provide an easier reach to the
ground.
• 5.8-liter airbox is 1.1 liters larger and contributes to
increased intake efficiency. Revised rigidity for the
top of the airbox helps the rider more clearly hear the
engine’s intake note during acceleration.
• Unequal height of the intake funnels help smooth
throttle response by tuning out torque valleys.
• The 32mm throttle valves are oval shaped so that
their closed position is at an angle, which contributes
to quicker throttle response as the valves open more
quickly from initial valve rotation.
• Fine-atomizing injectors positioned close to the throttle
valves allows them to spray fuel directly onto the
valves, which contributes to increased combustion
efficiency and linear throttle response.
• 27.7mm exhaust and 23.5mm intake valves contribute
to performance at all engine speeds.
• Forged camshafts, usually found only on largerdisplacement machines, contribute to weight
reduction.
• Reduced squish and flatter piston crown help boost
compression ratio from 10.6 to 11.5:1. Oil jets cool
the underside of the pistons, enabling a lighter piston
design.
• Aluminum die-cast cylinder has an open deck design
for excellent heat dissipation and reduced engine
weight. Cylinders are sleeveless with plated bores.
• The cylinder is tilted forward 20 degrees to help reduce
overall engine height.
• Lightweight flywheel lets the engine rev quickly for
sharp response and direct power feeling.

ENGINE CONTINUED
• Machined balancer shaft helps offset engine vibration for a more comfortable ride.
• Oil pan design allows the exhaust system to trace a straighter line, which contributes to weight
savings.
• Large-diameter header pipes contribute to increased performance throughout the rev range.
• New cooling system layout reduces weight and minimizes external coolant pipes.
• New radiator fan cover (patent pending) directs hot air out to the sides and away from the rider for
increased comfort when riding in heavy traffic. It also helps keep the tank, frame and other parts that
the rider contacts cooler, further increasing comfort.
Transmission/Clutch
• The assist and slipper clutch(KP) is more compact,
down from 139mm in diameter to 125mm (10 percent),
and has less rigid operating plates to reduce lever pull
by approximately 20 percent for an extremely light feel
at the lever. A wider engagement range helps make it
easier to control.
• Using the rotational forces of the clutch hub and
pressure plate, the clutch is forced together during
acceleration (assist function) so that fewer and lighter
clutch springs can be used for a lighter feel at the
lever. During high back torque, such as when too low
of gear is selected during downshifting, the slipper
function allows some clutch slippage to help prevent
rear wheel hop and stalling due to engine lock-up.
• Close gear ratios facilitate smooth shifting.

CHASSIS
All-New Lightweight Trellis Frame
• Trellis frame is similar in design to that of the Ninja
H2™. Kawasaki’s advanced dynamic rigidity analysis
was used to ensure optimum rigidity with minimal
weight, so the frame significantly contributes to the
bikes low overall curb mass.
• Supersport-style chassis design has a short wheelbase
and long swingarm complemented by a steep steering
angle that provides light, nimble handling.
Suspension
• Square-tube swingarm construction provides rigidity
without unnecessary gusseting, which contributes to
weight savings.
• Revised Uni-Trak®(KP) rear suspension linkage ratios and shock settings enhance the ride feel.
• 41mm fork is 4mm larger in diameter for increased rigidity and improved suspension action so the
front wheel has a better planted feel.
Brakes
• Large 310mm semi-floating petal front disc is gripped
by a balanced actuation dual-piston caliper. The front
brake is the largest in the class and disc size is the
same as the ones on the Ninja® ZX™-14R.
• New rigid front brake master cylinder helps eliminate
idle stroke for a more positive feel.
• New rear dual-piston caliper with larger pistons clamps
a 220mm rear petal disc.
• ABS model feature Nissin’s latest compact ABS control
unit that assists braking under certain conditions.
Wheels/Tires
• Stylish star-pattern 5-spoke wheels are similar to those
of the Ninja® 650, contribute weight savings, and their
optimized lateral rigidity benefits handling by adding to
cornering performance.
• Radial tires offer light weight, excellent grip and
contribute to both agile handling and riding comfort.

CHASSIS CONTINUED
Styling
• Large-volume bodywork helps make the Ninja 400
appear bigger than an entry-class machine and
more in line with the Ninja ZX™-6R/10R.
• Sharp front cowl with chin spoilers invoke images
of the Kawasaki supersport flagship Ninja H2™
and Ninja ZX-10R.
• Slim LED headlights enhance the aggressive look,
are highly visible to other motorists and provide
increased brightness over conventional bulbs.
• The mirror stays put the mirrors higher and farther
apart than the Ninja 300 for increased rearward
visibility.
• Tail cowl features the same triple-peak design of
the Ninja H2, further reinforcing the Ninja 400’s
bloodline. An LED tail light similar in design to that
of the Ninja ZX-10R finishes off the Ninja 400’s
sharp impression.
Ergonomics
• Relaxed riding position accommodates a wide
range of rider sizes and riding situations. Unlike
some competitors with more extreme ergonomics,
the Ninja 400’s elevated handlegrip position and
slightly forward footpegs put the rider in a more
comfortable position.
• The large-volume bodywork provides great wind
protection and promotes clean airflow around the
rider, adding to comfort. The design also helps
dissipate engine heat out the side openings of the
fairing.
• Although the actual seat height is similar that of the Ninja 300, the seat cushioning is almost twice as
thick and uses low-rebound urethane for added comfort. Since the seat is also 30mm narrower, it is
easier for rider’s feet to reach the ground.
• Supersport-style aluminium footpegs provide more direct feel when sport riding.
High Grade Instrumentation
• Equipped with the same instrument panel as the
Ninja 650 with a large analog tachometer flanked
by warning lamps on the left and gear-position
indicator and multi-function LCD screen on the
right.
• LCD screen has a negative display for a sporty,
modern appearance.
• Gear position indicator helps with shifting
precision and confidence.
• Other display functions include odometer, dual
trip meters, remaining fuel range, current and
average fuel consumption, ambient temperature,
coolant temperature, clock and Economical Riding
Indicator.
• The Economical Riding Indicator appears to indicate favorable fuel consumption to help riders
maximize fuel mileage.

KAWASAKI GENUINE ACCESSORIES
See the current applicable Kawasaki accessory catalog, click on links below or visit
www.kawasaki.com/accessories for all of the latest Kawasaki Genuine Accessories available for
this model.
KGA Seat Cowl

Color matched cowling adds to aggressive
image for solo rider
99994-1038-XXX

KGA Ergo Fit™ Extended Reach Seat
Customize your seat for more comfort
99994-1041

KGA Helmet Lock

Lock your helmet to your bike when parked
with this “One-Key” System lock
99994-1037

KGA Deluxe Ninja® Cover

Help protect your bike when parked
K99995-843B

KGA Premium Cover

Help protect your bike when parked
K99995-869

KGA Tall Windshield
Tune your airflow
99994-1046

KGA DC Power Outlet
Power to the people!*
99994-1113

*Relay Kit

Relay kit required (sold seperately)
99994-1040

KGA Frame Slider Set
Help protect your motorcycle
99994-1036

KGA Radiator Trim

Help protect your radiator
99994-1048

KGA Tank Pad

Help protect the tank
99994-1039
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Information - Assist and Slipper Clutch
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Benefits:
With the assist mechanism, the clutch lever load is decreased and clutch operation feels lighter. The slipper mechanism
improves performance during deceleration.

KAW-PEDIA CONTINUED
(ABS) Anti-lock Brake System
Features:
Braking on low-grip surfaces (surfaces with a low coefficient of friction) such as wet asphalt or manhole covers
may present challenges for the operator. ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) was developed to assist braking under
certain circumstances. Kawasaki ABS systems are controlled by high precision and highly reliable programming
based on thorough testing of numerous riding situations.
Benefits:
ABS offers rider reassurance that contributes to greater riding enjoyment.
DIGITAL FUEL INJECTION
Features:
An on-board, digital microprocessor reads various inputs from the engine, like ignition timing, rpm, and throttle position, and
from the environment, like air temperature and pressure. It uses the information to decide the precise amount of fuel that the
engine needs at that moment, and injects it into the intake air headed for the intake valve.
Benefits:
The fuel injection system feeds the engine just the amount of fuel it needs, when it needs it. No extra fuel is wasted, nor is the
engine forced to run too lean. The result is excellent fuel economy, combined with power and torque when the rider demands it.
The engine runs smoothly and powerfully from idle to top speed.
DUAL-OVERHEAD CAMS
Features:
Individual camshafts are placed in the cylinder head and operate the intake and exhaust valves. One cam opens the intake
valves and the second cam opens the exhaust valves. Placing the cams in the head allows for optimum placement for more
efficient combustion. Dual camshafts simplify valve actuation, allow for a lightweight compact valve actuation system, and are
suited for high RPM use.
Benefits:
Dual-overhead cams allow closer valve tolerances and timing for optimum performance.
T-TREATMENT CYLINDER PLATING
Features:
Kawasaki‘s T-Treatment cylinder plating is bonded directly to aluminum cylinder walls and improves heat transfer, is porous so
it holds lubrication well, resists abrasion and seizure, and provides a consistent coating of the cylinder wall, even around the
chamfered edge at the top of the cylinder.
Benefits:
T-Treatment adds durability, helps provide consistent power output, allows closer piston tolerances for more power, and
prevents hot spots that can lead to pre-ignition.

